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is much
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a specialist in your particular area will
be unable to report it without distor
tion. Second, you may complain that I
am asking you to do a job that should
really be done by the textbook writer:
synthesis and presentation of ecologi
cal concepts and data. This is indeed
correct, and would be a good rejoin
der in an ideal world with unlimited
time and resources.
A textbook writer weighs many fac
tors in deciding whether or not to in
clude findings from a particular study.
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unaware that the study was published.
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Education for Conser
vation: We Need to Do
More
Seven a.m. of a bright, sunny day. I
don't bother to decipher the cacophony
of the simultaneous talking of five ex
cited and eager people snugly packed in
my jeep. They are volunteers

recruited

by Earthwatch

Institute, a NGO that
supports environmental field research.
We head for our field site in search
of bees

in the Rio de Janeiro State
countryside. As I turn a sharp curve

and approach
the bridge over the
dusty road, I see three kids on the
riverbank. They are stalking some
thing, and I soon spot the trap on a
dead branch a few meters away. For a
split second, I hesitate. Let it go, I say
to myself,

in care of five
you're
you have work to do, mind
your own business. I hit the brakes
can't help it!-and stop the jeep in the
people,

middle of the clumsy wooden bridge.
The three faces sticking out from
the tall grasses stare at me, waiting. I
signal to them to come to the car. The
chubby kid, taller and apparently the
the jeep slowly,
leader, approaches
a surly look on his face. The volunteers
stop talking. "Whose trap is that?" I
ask. "It ain't mine," the kid says. With
a firm tone I say: "Tell you what. I'm
dropping these people off and I'll be
back soon. If this trap and you three
are still here, I will call the police
with my radio" (which is nonexist
ent). The kid looks at me for a second
trying to decide whether I'm bluffing
or the gringos in an official looking
jeep are for real. I stare at him until
he growls

an "OK" and turns back to

his buddies,
shooting me hateful
looks a couple of times.
I engage the car and start moving
away slowly, staring back at them. Im
mediately the volunteers, who watched
the exchange in silence, ask me that
was about. I explain that the boys

were trappingsongbirds,an illegalbut
widespread practice in ruralBrazil. I
tell them almost everyone in the
countrysidehas cagedwild birds, and
that a good singing bird can fetch a
high price in town.Because of over
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